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GREGORY.
THANKS FOR
THE INSPIRING
WORDS. FINALLY
PEOPLE CAN
HEAR US!
~Stephanie

MOTORMORPHOSIS VIRTUAL PICNIC WAS DELECTABLE.

Every year the I-ASC Motormorphosis Conference brings the Spellerverse together for powerful
presentations from nonspeakers, practitioners, advocates, and more! Once again,
Motormorphosis delivered compelling presentations served up this year virtually, in a nugget
sized picnic. With outstanding presenters, the likes of Gregory Tino, Jamie Handley, Noah Seback,
Keri Delport, Michelle Hardy, Tom Foti, and the Spellers & Allies Advocacy Network the audience
couldn't agree more.
"Thank you Jamie and Gregory!! Such powerful messages! And thank you EV too!" ~Jen
"Beautiful. Such a powerful thing to grasp." ~Andrew
"So wonderful to see the Spellerverse growing…strength in numbers!!" ~Tami

We will be releasing more tidbits from the picnic over the next few weeks to continue celebrating
the nonspeaking growth.
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FRIENDSHIP SUPPORT,
LONG-DISTANCE
~by Marcus Bolande and William Tziavaras

MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT HAS TO BE THE TOUGHEST TYPE OF SUPPORT
TO FIND FOR NONSPEAKERS. BUT HERE’S THE GOOD NEWS: WE FIND THE
MOST EFFECTIVE SUPPORT COMES FROM A SIMPLE CONNECTION
BETWEEN TWO SPELLER FRIENDS. HERE’S OUR STORY.
MARCUS: If I hadn’t met my pen pal when I did, my life would be so
much harder. I depend on William to get perspective and to realize that
others have similar troubles with living as I have.
At the time I was first able to spell open (open communication), my Dad
searched for another speller to be my pen pal. I was eight, so that must
have been four years ago. He told me that there was a boy in Toronto
the same age as me and the same spelling level. I was so excited,
because I had no friends and, living in Yangon, I had never met another
speller.
WILLIAM: When we first met I thought we would have little to say to
one another except the usual conversation about school subjects and
how far away we lived. My expectations were well exceeded. The idea
that we would become true best friends and powerful emotional
trustees to one another didn’t cross my mind.
I saw friends at school that could speak, play, and connect with each
other but I’m pretty sure they don’t take the opportunity to share their
worst thoughts and memories with each other.

Jamie, your
book brought
us to S2C,
thank you and
your dad!"
~Christina
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FEEL THE BEAT
~by Colleen Moore

Humanity's oldest INSTRUMENT is the human VOICE. However,
our desire for musical communication developed to include a
wide array of tools. Today we’ll be learning about one of the
oldest musical instruments that was ever used by mankind, the
DRUM. Some might describe drums as the most PASSIONATE of
instruments. The art of drumming is one of the oldest forms of
music and music communication. The idea of using drums for
RITUALS and CELEBRATION goes back to early recorded history,
across a range of cultures.
The drum is the most famous member of the PERCUSSION
group of musical instruments. Percussion instruments include
any instrument that makes a sound when it is hit, SHAKEN, or
SCRAPED. It’s not easy to be a PERCUSSIONIST because it takes a
lot of practice to hit an instrument with the right amount of
strength, in the right place and at the right time. Some
percussion instruments are TUNED and can sound different
notes, like the XYLOPHONE, TIMPANI or piano, and some are
UNTUNED with no definite pitch, like the bass drum, CYMBALS
or CASTANETS.
Percussion instruments keep the RHYTHM, and add
EXCITEMENT and color. Drums and percussion instruments play
a rhythmic role in nearly every GENRE of music (A music genre
is a category of pieces of music that share a certain style),

Your
perspective
and supports
are so
refreshing and
thoughtful!
Thanks for all
you do
Michelle!!"
~Sunrise
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CALL FOR SPELLEBRITY
NOMINATIONS

September is SPELLTEMBER, a month to SPELLEBRATE all who
use spelling and typing as communication. Nominate yourself
or another speller to be recognized this Spelltember.
I-ASC believes ALL spellers demonstrate qualities like bravery,
perseverance, advocacy, leadership, academic achievement,
resilience, and determination. Tell us why you or the speller
you are nominating is SPELLTACULAR so we can recognize
them in Spelltember.
In 2020 I-ASC declared September as SPELLTEMBER. A month
to recognize and spellebrate the hardest working people we
know, nonspeaking people who spell and type! We put out a
call for nominations and were so delighted to receive
nominations for spellers across the globe. Some spellers
nominated themselves, others were nominated by friends,
family and community members. The nominations were
powerful testimonials about spellers and typers who are
making an impact on their community. A spellebration of all of
the nominees and their Spellebrity Trading Cards.

Thanks, Noah,
for presenting
about this
important and
often
overlooked
issue of trauma.
Sharing about
this takes
courage.

~Judy
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I-ASC OFFERS FREE AND INFORMATIVE WEBINARS EVERY MONTH!

STEP ASIDE:

CREATING NEURODIVERSITY-FRIENDLY SPACES

Neurodiversity-friendly means a space where everyone,
neurodivergent and neurotypical, feel welcome. Monica and
Giorgena will support parents, new CRPs and support people
to reflect on what a neurodiversity-friendly space means and
how to create and problem solve them into existence! We
will dive deep with input from nonspeakers and stories from
our successes and challenges. We will even spend some time
talking about balancing our own needs with our desire to
open up the world to the nonspeaking people we support.
Tuesday, Aug 10 @ 1 pm EDT
Tuesday, Aug 10 @ 8 pm EDT
Wednesday, Aug 11 @ 7:30 pm EDT

Excellent
information! I
learned so
much. Thank
you!"

~Janet

(Spanish Translation)

Contact info@i-asc.org with questions.
Sign-up for this FREE Webinar
https://i-asc.org/iasc-events/
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NEUROMEDIA SUMMER 2021
BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS.
A second part to the Neuromedia 2021 series.
~by Ann Jusino, Monica Van Schaik and Lakshmi Rao Sankar

I-ASC’s July 14th blog, How We Think About Disability Matters
discussed the impact of various disability paradigms on how we
think, feel, and act in relation to disability. This week, we bring to
you stories that put this theory into living, descriptive and
compelling narratives that you won’t want to miss. The books
selected seek to spotlight the visions, dreams, and perspectives
of autistic and nonspeaking people directly, aligning with the
neurodiversity paradigm. Lulu illustrates the importance of
having one’s identity understood by the world around them in
Lulu is a Rhinocerous and when Flom Flom flies in, the pair
stretches its readers to see beyond goals and norms of
independence into the magic of interdependence. Nova captures
the paradox of living in a world where some people only see your
problem, as their perspective is blurred by the medical disability
paradigm, while others see your potential in The Plant Earth is
Blue. Gregory Tino invites the reader to really reimagine what our
society envisions as wellbeing for nonspeaking autistic people
through his critical insights in The Autistic Mind Finally Speaks.

Thank you,
this was such
a rich
session."

~Tania
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